
How can Blenders sustainably provide high-touch service during peak seasons
while maintaining the support team’s culture? 

Satisfying the eyewear market’s need for cool trending styles at affordable 
prices, it’s no surprise that Blenders is one of America’s fastest-growing 
sunglasses brands. The hyper-growth comes with an influx of customer service 
tickets, which is intensified during the Summer and holiday seasons. To 
combat spikes in ticket volume, Blenders was tripling the size of their support 
team at various points throughout the year. 

Referring to themselves as “mermaids,” Blenders’ agents  value their quality of 
work and strong team culture. Not only was hiring and training seasonal staff 
a time commitment with logistical challenges, but it was difficult to uphold the 
mermaids’ high standard of team morale. 

Problem

Thankful resolves 35% of tickets during average months and scaled to resolve 52.3% of tickets during the holiday 
season peak. With Thankful alleviating the ticket volume, Blenders was able to reduce their 2021 seasonal hiring 
projections by up to 68% and cut down their year-round hiring effort by 51%. This enables Blenders to keep their 
core team, retain top talent, and sustain the team culture they have cultivated. Thankful keeps their mermaids 
happy; minimizing stress and allowing them to focus on delivering great service. 

Results

- Alexis Horn, Director of Customer Success

“

“

After spending 4 years looking for an AI solution to solve my team’s
problems, I finally found Thankful. I can rely on Thankful to scale alongside

my team and provide exceptional service through peak seasons and
unexpected spikes. Not only does the technology exceed my expectations, but 

the team understands my goals and always delivers. When I find the right 
vendor, I keep them forever and Thankful isn’t going anywhere.

Let’s connect:
info@thankful.ai
www.thankful.ai

After spending 4 years looking for a true AI solution, Blenders’ Director of Customer Success found Thankful in 
May 2020. Blenders deployed Thankful for email support, their busiest communication channel that Summer. 

With email taken care of, the focus turned to chat; the most unpredictable communication channel and the most 
difficult to staff. In November 2020, Thankful chat was built out to manage fluctuating chat volumes and minimize 
the ticket backlog; transforming the experience so that customers could get immediate support 24/7, all while 
experiencing the same high touch service of Blenders’ team of mermaids.  

Solution
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